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§Sit in the front of the auditorium!

§Are not on their phone!

§Lock in and listen!

§Go above and beyond for others!
Joe Coles

Coles Consulting Services
Email:  joe@joecolesconsulting.com 

Cell phone 620-353-9702
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q Permission for you to 
be responsible to you!

q I am the problem!
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vProbably nothing within a 
school has more impact on 
students in terms of skills 
development, self-confidence 
or classroom behavior than 
the personal and professional 
growth of their teachers.– Richard Barth
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§Help people see 
beyond where 
they are now!
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§Great leaders learn fast or 
they don’t complete the 
journey!

§The rapid pace of change 
drives the need for continual 
learning!

6
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§Past change was slower – we 
could take longer to change.

§Today, the race belongs to 
the swiftest learner!

8

Slow down to speed up!

Relationship!
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§It got me to where I am but not 
necessarily where I want to go!

§I have intentional growth!

§I have to keep learning new 
leadership skills, techniques, 
approaches and paradigms!
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§Intentions vs intentional?

§You don’t accept life, you make life!

§You take responsibility of where you are and 
who you are!

§Change who you are to make yourself better.

§And you change where you are to get where 
you want to go!

§You respond instead of react. 

§You love instead of fear. 

§You embrace instead of expect. 

§You accept instead of resist.
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§Developing skills to ask 
questions, rather than 
give answers!

§Work to be certain 
that the right person 
owns the right problem!
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§ People will go to 
extraordinary lengths 
for something they 
believe in and to which 
they commit!

§I don’t know how to get 
there!

§I just know I have to go!
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§Determining focus and direction!

§Defining the destination!

§Remove the obstacles!

§Developing ownership!

§Stimulating self-directed action!

20
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§ “Intentional” in building teacher/staff growth
§ Which plays into developing relationships! 

§ We must model these skills before we can teach them.

§ We inspire and direct teachers to see themselves as 
constantly growing?

§ We change the culture of a school with teacher 
leadership?

§ “One-Team” where everyone in the organization is 
committed to the enterprise and to each other! 

§ This is a process not a program!
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§Excited!

§Questions for me! 

§Lock In!

§Time Out
§Every One Helps
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§Nothing more powerful than a 
changed mind!

§People are rewarded in public for 
what they practice for years in 
private!

§Education Is Key 
to Staying on the 
Cutting Edge!

§ We spend hours working on 
the physical part of the 
game!

§ How much time do we spend 
on the mental part?

§Mental is to physical 
As 4 is to 1
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§What are 3 things we want to make 
sure we focus on to get better?

§How are we going to “Intentionally” do 
this?

§Give everyone permission to figure out 
what they are going to do to be 
intentional in accomplishing these three 
things! – Report back!
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§Everyone needs focus!

§Sustainability! -

§Accountability!
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§ Sometimes students in the gym class I teach have a 
difficult day, and it shows in their behavior. 

§ So we walk to the hallway together and talk about 
beginning the day again. 

§ As the children reenter the gym, I greet them as if I had 
not seen them that day. 

§ It is a much needed chance for us to start our time 
together anew. 

§ We all need the opportunity for a fresh beginning at some 
point

29

§ Motivational Statement – Your destiny is to fulfill those things upon which you focus 
most intently. So choose to keep your focus on that which is truly magnificent, beautiful, uplifting and 
joyful.     ~Ralph Marston

§ What does this mean to you?
§ Announcements:
§ One struggle this week:
§ 1 to 2 possible solutions: - Who own’s these?
§ Something special or funny this week:
§ Something you saw someone else doing that was special:
§ One thing to “Intentionally” get better this week?
§ Measurement tool:

30

§ What can I do?

§ Improve:

§ Myself!

§ School!

§ Community!

§Success is a piece of mind 
which is a direct result of 
self-satisfaction in knowing 
you did your best to become 
the best you are capable of
becoming! Coach John Wooden
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§We walk out of here 
a better person than 
we walked in here!

Yesterday Today

§ Individual Worksheet

§

§

§ Name: ____________________________DATE:
_________________

§

§ Accountability Partner: _____________ Meeting Times 
____________

§ TEAM: _____________________________________  DATE: _________________

§

§ COACH(ES):__________________________________________________________

§

§ STUDENT LEADER(S):__________________________________________________

§

§ ___________________________________________________________________

§

§

§ Getting better Individually - I Am: (List 5 to 7 you will start every day!)

§

37 38
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§Life doesn’t happen to you!

§It happens for you!

40

§Purposeful in word and action. 

41

§ I Am Fantastic!

§ I Am Special!
§ I Am Extraordinary!
§ I Am a Hard worker!
§ I Am Responsible!
§ I Am Kind!
§ I Am Positive!
§ I Am a great Role Model!
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§ “I would usually think more 
about my negatives than my 
positives. 

§ About the things that I 
haven't done instead of what I 
have done.

§ So I decided to change my 
mindset, and behind every ‘I 
am,’ I had to say something 
positive.”

§ Top of the mountain!

§ I Am! -
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§Write 5 “I Am” 
§All positive!

45

§ Put your first and last name at the top!

§ Write 1- “I Am!” 
§ This is what we are going to work on!

§ I am intentional!
§ I am kind to others!
§ I am a positive role model!
§ I am a hard worker!
§ I am a person that has a great attitude!
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§Everyone is committed 
to the enterprise and to 
each other!

47

BUILDING CULTURE AS ONE TEAM!

§Everyone is committed to the 
enterprise and to each other!

§What does this mean?
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§“One-Team” where everyone in 
the organization was committed 
to the enterprise and to each 
other. 

§A cultural shift like this doesn’t happen 
by accident.
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§Find a partner right beside you.

§We would prefer that you are in 
groups of 2!

§One of you will be named “Awesome” 
the other will be named “Terrific”!

§A third will be “Super duper”

50
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§What is your school culture?

51

Beats you up every single day!

Whoever manages failure the best reaches their ceiling!

To create a “winning culture,” you put other peoples 
needs first!

Create a great place where people want to be part of!

§Culture – A sense of togetherness!

§Help create a positive culture!

§Chemistry

Culture

§ Start the day right!

§ Focus forward!
§ Show you care!
§ Make other feel important!
§ Ask, don’t tell!
§ Recognize progress, not 
results!

§ Encourage “Loud and Proud!”

Chemistry

§ Understand roles & 
expectations!

§ Learn what team members 
have in common!

§ Keep channels of 
communication open!

§ Deal with isolators!
§ Recognize everyone!
§ Promote a sense of family!
§ Do things as a team both on 
and off field/court!
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§Culture determines 
attitude and effort!

57

§By design:

§Everyone has to buy in!

§Intentional!

58

§ Team is dedicated to preserving your “Culture” for the 
present and future!

§ Number of team members depends on size of the 
organization.

§ Meet quarterly.

§ Each team member will serve three- year term. – Stagger.

§ After three years, members move to Alumni status.

§ Works together to come up with ideas to:

§ Adjust the “culture” where it needs adjusting.

§ Create it where it appears not to exist.

§ Preserve it where it is in good shape.

§ Your culture resides in each person that is part of 
the organization!

§ Everyone understands why their work matters. 

§ Values are practiced throughout the organization. 

§ All activities provide real value to the customer. 

§ People’s roles match up with their passion and capabilities. 

§ Teams grow and flourish without dependency on individual leaders.

§ Bottom-line results and goals are achieved.
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§ Dad told him if he wants to be successful in this world, that he needs to do these 
three things:

§Don’t Whine!

§Don’t Complain!

§Don’t Make Excuses!

Coles Consulting Services 67 Coles Consulting Services 68
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§No complaining process!

§You cannot complain unless 
you also offer one or two 
solutions!

§Accountable!

69

§ We all have great intentions!

§ But, until we become “Intentional,” most don’t happen! 
Sustainable!

§ Dash – What are you going to do that is measurable!

§ Example – “Build relationships” – write three hand 
written notes a week!

§Purposeful in word and action. 

72

§Staying focused on the:

§Process:

§Progress:

74
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75

§Write it down

§Put in a place 
you will see it 
everyday!

76

§ Name ______________ Date ______

§ Acct. Partner _________ Meet Time ______

§

§ Intentional – “One Word!”

§ Dash – Short term – (Something on a regular basis!)

§ Dash – Sustain – (Something you plan to work for!)

78

§ Intentional – “One Word!”

§ Dash – Short term – (Something on a regular basis!)

§ Dash – Sustain – (Something you plan to work for!)
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81

§I phone – Day One Journal

§Android - Day Journal

82

§Start with a smile!

§Middle Unique 
and Specific!

§End with a smile!

Coles Consulting Services 83 84

§The surprising thing 
Google learned about its 
employees
§ And what it means for 
today's students!

85

§ STEM -- Science, technology, engineering and math —
because that’s where the jobs are.

§ Project Oxygen shocked everyone by concluding that, 
among the eight most important qualities of Google’s top 
employees

86
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§ Being a good coach!

§ Communicating and listening well.

§ Possessing insights into others (including others different 
values and points of view)

§ Having empathy toward and being supportive of one’s 
colleagues

§ Being a good critical thinker and problem solver

§ Being able to make connections across complex ideas.

87

§What do each of these characteristics 
mean to you?

§What are some things schools can do to 
develop these characteristics?

§Which do you think are the most 
important and why?

88

§Top characteristics of success – Pick 
One!
§Being a good coach!
§Communicating and listening well.
§Possessing insights into others 
(different values and points of view)

§Having empathy toward and being 
supportive of one’s colleagues

§Being a good critical thinker and 
problem solver

§Being able to make connections across 
complex ideas.

§What are you going to intentionally do?

89

§ Book – “More Than A Season.”

§“ I stressed transparency in myself 
and our organization!”

§Transparency builds trust!

§Trust is a skill!

§Trust doesn’t just happen!

§It can be learned and developed!
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TIME

§Without risk, there is not need for 
trust!

§Trust and risk go hand in hand!

§In order for trust to develop, 
someone has to extend it!

§Start today!

§Be responsive!
§Be transparent!
§Give people more than they expect!
§Stand up for your people!
§Share the Glory!
§Practice One – on – One 
Communication!  -- TIME!

§ Go to your handout! – Building Trust!
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§Put 10 pennies in one side pocket and 
move them to the other pocket when you 
acknowledge something that you like 
what they are doing.

§Acknowledge not praise.  
§They can question praise but not 
acknowledgement.

Negative Positive
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§ Peer Pressure – drugs, alcohol, gangs, criminal activity, 
premarital sex.

§ Disrespect – authority, coaches, teammates, parents, 
women.

§ The Home – fatherless, no positive male role model, poor 
parenting, parental pressure.

§ Entitlement – selfishness, lack of dedication, “ the-world-
owes-me” attitude.

§ Accountability – personal behavior, attitude, 
responsibility, self-discipline.

§ Character – dishonesty, untruthfulness, questionable 
integrity, a quitter, lack of values.

101

§ Kansas, Nebraska, Oklahoma

§ 60 or more schools

§ Over 800 kids

102

103

Negative Peer Pressure

§1.Alcohol/Drugs/ 
Tobacco

§2. Bullying

§3. Disrespect

Positive Peer Pressure

§1. Positive Role 
Model

§2.Involvement/ 
Activities

§3. Good grades

104
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105

Negative Peer Pressure

§1. Bullying

§2. Disrespect

§3. Stealing

Positive Peer Pressure

§1. Encouragement

§2. Role Model

§3. Kindness
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§‘You are the average of the 
five people you spend the 
most time with.' Jim Rohn

§You will not change your 
life until you change 
something you do daily!

Coles Consulting Services 108

§We have to slow 
down so we can 
speed up!

Erin Gruewell Ron Clark
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Relationships Accountability

111

113


